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Date: 26.02.2007

The Chief Executive Officer,
Prasar Bharati (Broadcasting Corporation of India),
2nd Floor, PTI Building,
Sansad Marg, New Delhi.
Sub: Promotion of Diploma holder Assistant Engineers to JTS of IBES consequent upon
judgments of Hon’ble Supreme Court and Cuttack Bench of CAT.
Ref: (1) Hon’ble Supreme Court’s judgment dated 05.12.2003 in SLP (Civil) No.
21643/2003 (Annexure-1).
(2). Hon’ble Cuttack Bench of CAT’s judgment dated 22.03.2004 in Original
Application No. 538/1999 (Annexure-2).
Sir,
The amendment to Clause (b) of Sub-rule (2) of Rule (7) of IBES, Rules, 1971,
Introduced through gazette notification dated 23.03.1989,had rendered all diploma/vB.Sc. degree
holder Assistant Engineers (AE) ineligible for promotion to JTS of IBES. The amendment has
been contested in a dozen of Benches of Central Administrative Tribunals by the affected
Assistant Engineers. In one of such OAs filed by Shri R.C.Nadir & others in Lucknow Bench of
CAT, honourable CAT has quashed the amendment made by the government through gazette
notification dated 23.03.1989. Union of India, then filed writ petition in Lucknow Bench of
Allahabad High Court which set aside the judgment of CAT. Thereafter, the applicants in the
OA filed SLP(C) No. 21643/2003 in Supreme Court against the judgment of the High Court
to revive and sustain the judgment of CAT which had quashed the amendment made by the
govt. in 1989 in the IBES Rules,1971. Thus, the issue before Hon’ble Supreme Court was to
adjudicate the validity of amendment to Clause (b) of Sub-rule (2) of Rule (7) of IBES Rules,
1971 introduced in 1989.
Hon’ble Supreme Court, while deciding the SLP(C) No. 21643/2003, did not go in the
merits of the case to distinguish it from T.N.Khosa’s case which had entirely different facts and
circumstances. Maintaining constitutional propriety, the apex court restrained from interfering in
the “statutory rules” framed by the government under the proviso to Article 309 of the
Constitution of India, being the matter of policy. Hon’ble apex court, in its judgment dated
05.12.2003, however expressed its opinion in unambiguous terms on the need to amend the said
Provisions of IBES Rules for removal of total impediment in the promotion of diploma/B.Sc.
degree holder Assistant Engineers to JTS level.....

:2
“.....though the grievance may seem to be genuine but the remedy if any,
would lie with the department since they pertain to matters of policy
and it is for the department to consider such claims appropriately. We
leave liberty with the petitioners or their representative bodies to pursue
the matter before the appropriate authorities....” -(Annexure-1)
While deciding the later OA filed by Shri U.K.Sahu & others in Cuttack Bench of CAT,
Hon’ble CAT, fully relying and citing the judgment of Hon’ble Supreme Court in SLP(C)
No.21643/2003, passed an order on 22.03.2004 on the government to take appropriate and
effective decision in the matter of promotion of applicants from Assistant Engineer to JTS of
IBES. The order of Hon’ble CAT,Cuttack is annexed herewith and marked as Annexure-2.
Sir, several representations were made in the past to DG,AIR and your predecessor in the
light of these judgments, but status quo remained unchanged due to a strong lobby in DG:AIR
which was obdurate for the favour of a handful number of degree holders in Assistant
Engineer’s cadre. We wish to bring forth following facts in the matter for your kind perusal:
1. That, the cadre of Engineering Assistant is a single and undivided cadre to which
degree and diploma holders get direct recruitment through the same recruitment
method and without any quota or discrimination on the basis of qualification.
2. That, all EAs are equal in all respect whatsoever like duties and responsibilities, pay
and allowances.
3. That, All EAs are put in the same seniority list and promoted to the next cadre of
SEA on seniority-cum-fitness basis without any consideration of qualification.
4. That, All SEAs are put in a single seniority list and promoted to the next grade of
Assistant Engineer without any discrimination on the ground of qualification.
5. That, the amendment in IBES, Rules, 1971 through notification dated 23.03.1989,
envisages the promotion of only those Assistant Engineers to JTS of IBES who have
qualification of degree in Engineering or equivalent. The amendment is thus opposed
to and ultra-vires of provisions of Constitution of India as it discriminates between
the equals.
6. That, with the amendment in IBES,Rules,1971 through notification dated 23.03.1989,
the prospect of diploma holder Assistant Engineers is completely sealed. The diploma
holder AEs are now destined to languish in the same cadre for more than 25 years
prior to their superannuation.
7. That, The diploma holders form 85% of each of the cadres of EA,SEA and AE. They
are totally dispirited and demoralized because of total impediment in their career
progression which as a consequence, will have adverse effect on their efficiency and
the efficiency of the organization. The promotions in the course of service have been
accepted as an external prop with a view to instill motivation in the employees which
works as the real catalyst in the development of inner urge to put in their best.
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8. That, the bulk of posts i.e. 75% of vacancies in AE cadre are filled through rigorous
Limited Departmental Competitive Examination (LDCE) of SEAs, irrespective of
their degree or diploma qualifications on selection-cum-merit basis since 1985. The
results of the various LDCEs since 1985 are testimony to the fact that the diploma/
B.Sc. holder SEAs not only out peer but also outnumber the engineering degree
holder SEAs in the examinations. After the amendment in IBES Rules,1971, the
diploma/ B.Sc. degree holder AEs are completely barred from the next promotion to
JTS ,albeit, they might have excelled in the LDCE even in their first attempt and have
impeccable service records. On the other hand, the degree holder AEs who had
obtained lower positions in the merit list of the LDCE or had cleared the LDCE in
subsequent attempts after failing in previous attempts, or became AE under 25%
seniority-cum-fitness quota without passing LDCE, are made eligible for promotion
to JTS. The amendment is thus ridiculous, anomalous and grossly unfair since more
meritorious in the LDCE and service records is totally barred from promotion in lack
of mere academic qualification (degree in engineering) acquired years back.
9. That, none of the 4 high level committees i.e. S.P.Bhatikar Committee(1989),
U.C.Aggrawal Committee(1993), A.B.Mathur Committee(1999) and P. K. Bansal
Committee(2001) constituted by the government to suggest promotional avenues for
diploma/ B.Sc. Assistant Engineers have recommended for complete bar on their
promotion to JTS. The Committee headed by Shri P.K.Bansal, Chief Engineer
(Development),Akashvani has recommended for promotion of all the AEs directly to
STS of IBES, irrespective of their academic qualifications.
10. That, promotion from Assistant Engineer to STS (Executive Engineer) is vailable
for diploma holder AEs in Delhi Development Authority, CPWD and CCW of AIR
& Doordarshan , with or without the direction of courts, on the criteria of differential
length of service for Direct Recruit (AEE), Degree holder AEs and the Diploma
holder AEs..
11. That, the 132 diploma holder Assistant Engineers promoted to JTS and further to STS
of IBES under un-amended IBES Rules, 1971 have been working in the
department as efficiently as the degree holder JTS/ STS.
12. That, it has, on more than one occasion, been held by the apex court that the
framing of recruitment rules and service conditions being matter of policy, the
government is fully competent to change the qualifications and the eligibility
conditions for a post from time to time. While commenting on T.N.Khosa’s case
in Roop Chand Adlakha v/s DDA (1989 Supplementary (1) SCC 116), Hon’ble
Supreme Court, in their judgment dated 16.09.1988, held that
“ the choice of
the recruitment policy is not limited to only 2 choices i.e. either recognize
diploma holders as “eligible” for promotion or wholly exclude them from as
“not-eligible” . It was held that government may formulate a policy
prescribing different length of service experience for degree and diploma
holders conditioning their eligibility for promotion to a post.”
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Sir, I therefore earnestly request you that to comply with Hon’ble Supreme Court’s
and the Cuttack Bench of CAT’s judgments, and also to resurrect the sinking morale and
motivation of diploma/ B.Sc. holder Assistant Engineers, the IBES Rules be appropriately
amended to pay way for promotion of both the degree and the diploma holder Assistant
Engineers.
I sincerely hope that in light of above mentioned facts, the diploma holder Assistant
Engineers shall this time find favour at your hands and the discriminatory and detrimental
amendment of 1989 to the IBES Rules, 1971 introduced through the gazette notification
dated 23.03.1989 will appropriately be amended to make the engineering degree and
diploma/B.Sc. holder Assistant Engineers eligible for promotion to the JTS/STS of IBES.
We shall be obliged to have a meeting in the matter for more explanations.
With deep regards,

Yours sincerely,

[ Ram Shanker]
General Secretary
Mobile: 9868 541097

Encl: Aneexure-1 (Supreme Court’s judgment dated 05.12.2003)
Anexure-2 (CAT,Cuttack’s judgment dated 22.03.2004)
Copy to: PS to Director General, Akashvani, Akashvani Bhawan, Sansad Marg, New Delhi.

